Announces a
CERTIFIED EXAMINERS COURSE
HOSTED BY THE

Atlanta P.D/DeKalb Co. Sheriff’s Office
Atlanta, GA
NITV Federal Services is pleased to announce that due to the tremendous success of the Computer Voice Stress
Analyzer® (CVSA®) at the Atlanta P.D. and the DeKalb Co. Sheriff’s Office., they will be co-hosting another
Certified Examiners Course to be held Nov.1-5, 2021, to train additional examiners. Approximately 2,500 law
enforcement agencies across the U.S (116 in GA, 188 in FL, 247 in CA and 237 in OH) now rely on the CVSA
for their truth verification needs, including local, state and federal agencies. Since class space is limited, we
suggest you reserve student slots early. Visit our website at www.CVSA1.com
The forward-thinking agencies that utilize the CVSA have found it to be a tremendous asset for Criminal and
Background Investigations. Most have utilized the CVSA for many years and they include the California
Highway Patrol - since 1999-32 CVSA’s, Illinois State Police - 2019-5, New Orleans P.D. - 1996-29, Atlanta
P.D. - 2003-14, Nashville P.D. - 2004-26, Kansas City P.D. - 2018-5, Missouri Dept. of Public Safety - 199852, Florida Div. of Investigation and Forensic Services - 2003-12, San Diego Co. S.O. - 1999-13, and the
California Dept. of Corrections and Rehabilitation - 2017-58. Most agencies have simply discontinued the
polygraph as they no longer find a need for the older technology.
The new CVSA III is FAST, RELIABLE, COST-EFFECTIVE and EASY-TO-USE. Unlike the polygraph, drugs and
medical issues are not known to affect the results of the CVSA III and there are no known countermeasures to cause
“inconclusive” results. The CVSA III gets to the truth and precisely identifies deception. The cost of the CVSA III is about
1/3 less than the polygraph and the average exam time is approximately 1 hour.

With approximately 2,500 agencies now utilizing the CVSA, isn’t it time to acquire the latest
in truth verification technology?
If you are planning to purchase or enroll in this course or, for more information on one of the most important investigative
tools available today, call us toll-free 888-266-7263 or e-mail us at NITVFS@cvsa1.com

NITV Federal Services is the manufacturer and sole source of the CVSA

